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Discourage security
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Example:
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Prioritize compatibility, “standards”, speed, etc. e.g.:
“An HTTP server in the kernel is critical for performance.”
Discourage security
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“100% security is impossible”
so they shouldn’t even try.

Tell programmers that
“defining security is impossible”
so it can’t be implemented.

Hide/dismiss/mismeasure security metric #1.

Prioritize compatibility,
“standards”, speed, etc. e.g.:
“An HTTP server in the kernel
is critical for performance.”

What is security?

Integrity policy #1:
Whenever the computer
shows me a file,
it also tells me
the source of the file.

E.g. If Eve creates a file
and convinces the computer
to show me the file
as having source Frank
then this policy is violated.

I have a few other
security policies,
but this is my top priority.
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Discourage security
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“100% security is impossible”
so they shouldn’t even try.
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“defining security is impossible”
so it can’t be implemented.
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“An HTTP server in the kernel
is critical for performance.”
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Discourage security

Tell programmers that "100% security is impossible" so they shouldn’t even try.

Tell programmers that "defining security is impossible" so it can’t be implemented.

Hide/dismiss/mismeasure security metric #1.

Prioritize compatibility, "standards", speed, etc. e.g.:
"An HTTP server in the kernel is critical for performance."

What is security?

Integrity policy #1:
Whenever the computer shows me a file, it also tells me the source of the file.

e.g. If Eve creates a file and convinces the computer to show me the file as having source Frank then this policy is violated.

I have a few other security policies, but this is my top priority.
Discourage security
Tell programmers that “security is impossible” shouldn’t even try.
Tell programmers that “defining security is impossible” can’t be implemented.
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Whenever the computer shows me a file, it also tells me the source of the file.
e.g. If Eve creates a file and convinces the computer to show me the file as having source Frank then this policy is violated.

I have a few other security policies, but this is my top priority.

The trusted computing base
1987: My first UNIX experience.
Low-cost terminals access multi-user Ultrix computer.

Picture credit: terminals.classiccmp.org/wiki/index.php/DEC_VT102
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Integrity policy #1: Whenever the computer shows me a file, it also tells me the source of the file.

Eve creates a file and convinces the computer to show me the file having source Frank. This policy is violated.

I have a few other security policies, but this is my top priority.

The trusted computing base

1987: My first UNIX experience. Low-cost terminals access multi-user Ultrix computer.

I log in to the Ultrix computer, store files labeled Dan, start processes labeled Dan.

Eve logs in, stores files labeled Eve, starts processes labeled Eve.

Frank logs in, stores files labeled Frank, starts processes labeled Frank.

Eve and Frank cannot store files labeled Dan, start processes labeled Dan. (Of course, sysadmin can.)
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How is this implemented?
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<tr>
<th></th>
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CPU hardware enforces memory protection: a user process cannot read or write files or RAM in other processes without permission from kernel.

Kernel enforces various rules. When a process creates another process or a file, kernel copies uid.

Process is allowed to read or write any file with the same uid, but not with different uid.
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How is this implemented?

OS kernel allocates disk space:
- system files
- my files
- Eve’s files
- Frank’s files

OS kernel allocates RAM:
- kernel memory
- my processes
- Eve’s processes
- Frank’s processes

CPU hardware enforces memory protection: a user process cannot read or write files or RAM in other processes without permission from kernel.

Kernel enforces various rules.

When a process creates another process or a file, kernel copies uid.

Process is allowed to read or write any file with the same uid, but not with different uid.

Assume the hardware works. How do we verify that Eve can’t write Dan’s files?

1. Check the code that enforces these rules.
How is this implemented?

OS kernel allocates disk space:
- system files
- Dan's files
- Eve's files
- Frank's files

OS kernel allocates RAM:
- kernel memory
- Dan's processes
- Eve's processes
- Frank's processes

CPU hardware enforces memory protection:
- a user process cannot read or write files or RAM in other processes without permission from kernel.

Kernel enforces various rules.

When a process creates another process or a file, kernel copies uid.

Process is allowed to read or write any file with the same uid, but not with different uid.

Assume the hardware works.

How do we verify that Eve can't write Dan's files?

1. Check the code that enforces these rules.
CPU hardware enforces memory protection: a user process cannot read or write files or RAM in other processes without permission from kernel.

Kernel enforces various rules. When a process creates another process or a file, kernel copies uid.

Process is allowed to read or write any file with the same uid, but not with different uid.

Assume the hardware works. How do we verify that Eve can’t write Dan’s files?

1. Check the code that enforces these rules.
CPU hardware enforces memory protection:
a user process cannot read or write files or RAM in other processes without permission from kernel.

Kernel enforces various rules.

When a process creates another process or a file, kernel copies uid.

Process is allowed to read or write any file with the same uid, but not with different uid.

Assume the hardware works. How do we verify that Eve can’t write Dan’s files?

1. Check the code that enforces these rules.
CPU hardware enforces **memory protection**: a user process cannot read or write files or RAM in other processes without permission from kernel.

Kernel enforces various rules.

When a process creates another process or a file, kernel copies uid.

Process is allowed to read or write any file with the same uid, but not with different uid.

Assume the hardware works. How do we verify that Eve can’t write Dan’s files?

1. Check the code that enforces these rules.

2. Check the code that allocates disk space, RAM; and user-authentication code.
CPU hardware enforces memory protection: a user process cannot read or write files or RAM in other processes without permission from kernel.

Kernel enforces various rules. When a process creates another process or a file, kernel copies uid. Process is allowed to read or write any file with the same uid, but not with different uid.

Assume the hardware works. How do we verify that Eve can’t write Dan’s files?

1. Check the code that enforces these rules.
2. Check the code that allocates disk space, RAM; and user-authentication code.
3. Check all other kernel code. Bugs anywhere in kernel can override these rules. Memory protection doesn’t apply; language (C) doesn’t compensate.
CPU hardware enforces memory protection: a user process cannot read or write files or RAM in other processes without permission from kernel.

Kernel enforces various rules. When a process creates another process or a file, kernel copies uid. Process is allowed to read or write any file with the same uid, but not with different uid.

Assume the hardware works. How do we verify that Eve can’t write Dan’s files?

1. Check the code that enforces these rules.
2. Check the code that allocates disk space, RAM; and user-authentication code.
3. Check all other kernel code. Bugs anywhere in kernel can override these rules.

Memory protection doesn’t apply; language (C) doesn’t compensate.

The code we have to check is the trusted computing base. Security metric #1: TCB size.

Eve can’t write Dan’s files unless there's a TCB bug.

Eve’s actions are irrelevant. Other software is irrelevant.

Millions of lines of code that we don’t have to check.

Do we need an audit log? No.
Keep computers separate? No.
Limit software Eve can run? No.
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